International collaboration and covid-19: what are we doing and where are we going?

The mixed patchwork of achievements and mis-steps in responding to covid-19 show powerful nations are not living up to their commitment to solidarity and equity, argue Jesse Bump and colleagues.

The 19th century pandemics that followed the globalisation of commercial and military activities led to a series of sanitary conferences, at which countries agreed to fight infectious diseases by working together.1 In the nearly two centuries since the Ottoman Empire convened the initial gathering, formal collaboration in health has been institutionalised through the World Health Organization, founded in 1948 as the specialised agency of the United Nations and granted international responsibilities and a legal mandate over international public health matters such as the cross-border spread of disease.2

The covid-19 pandemic has once again shown the value of international cooperation and collaboration. Its importance is intuitive and widely supported. When the World Health Assembly convened in May 2020, member states passed a resolution emphasising the need for solidarity, resource redistribution, and collective action.3 Many individuals agree, and most want their countries to increase collaboration. A poll in 14 countries showed that about 60% of respondents believe that even greater international collaboration would further reduce the number of covid-19 cases.4 And in public opinion polls the European parliament found that most citizens believed that their governments should show greater solidarity in the covid-19 era.5

Logic of collaboration
The reasons for collaboration remain clear, logical, and have endured essentially unchanged from their original conceptualisation in the 1800s. Three of the most central are as follows. Firstly, the many ties between nations create collective health risks that are difficult to manage independently. The rapid spread of SARS-CoV-2 shows the close connections between countries, and the poorly managed economic and social costs are further evidence of their shared fate. Secondly, sharing knowledge and experience accelerates learning and facilitates more rapid progress. Information and knowledge on pathogens, their transmission, the diseases they provocative, and possible interventions are all areas in which researchers and public health professionals can benefit from the experience of others. Thirdly, agreeing on rules and standards supports comparability of information, helps establish good practices, and underpins shared understanding and mutual trust. All three reasons drive nations to collaborate and are reflected in their creation of WHO, a central authority, and its World Health Assembly (WHA), which serves as a forum for countries to share information, debate issues, and take collective decisions.

Reality of collaboration in covid-19 pandemic
Despite the logical imperative to collaborate and the long heritage of attempts to do so, one year into the covid-19 pandemic and transmission rages on, with nearly 100 million cases and over two million deaths by January 2021. The ongoing devastation has raised questions about the effectiveness of international collaboration in health and shone a powerful spotlight on WHO and other multilateral agencies with interests in disease control. Member states have ordered an inquiry into WHO’s response,6 and interim findings have been critical of the institution.7

Meanwhile, WHO has warned that vaccine nationalism by member states is leading to “catastrophic moral failure.”8 One of its independent oversight committees has added that the “rising politicisation of pandemic response” is a “material impediment” to WHO’s work, and has warned that WHO cannot succeed without greater collaboration by member states.9 These realities call for close scrutiny of collaboration in international health and demand fresh attention to its problems.

Member states and collaboration at WHO
If international collaboration through WHO meets with criticisms on many fronts, then the next question is why. One of WHO’s most crucial responsibilities is to notify its member states about the emergence and spread of infectious diseases, and it has been criticised for reacting too slowly at the beginning of the covid-19 outbreak in Wuhan, China.10 11 Detailed reviews of the timing are available,12 13 but some of WHO’s initial actions seem to have been prompt. On 31 December 2019, WHO’s China office picked up a media statement by the Wuhan Municipal Health Commission mentioning viral pneumonia. After seeking more information, WHO notified partners in the Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN), which includes major public health institutes and laboratories around the world, on 2 January. Chinese officials formally reported on the viral pneumonia of unknown cause on 3 January. WHO alerted the global community through Twitter on 4 January and provided detailed information...
to all countries through the international event communication system on 5 January.15 Where there were delays, one important reason was that national governments seemed reluctant to provide information.16

WHO is a manifestation of the advantages of cooperation and collaboration, and it consistently leads member states in ways that uphold its mission to advance the highest standard of health for all. In the pandemic, WHO has shown leadership in sharing information and in co-launching the Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator, a global collaboration to accelerate development and equitable access to diagnostic tests, treatments, and vaccines.17 WHO advocated for global financial solidarity by establishing the Covid-19 Solidarity Response Fund in April 2020 and the external independent WHO Foundation in May 2020.18 19 In addition, WHO has produced a wide range of technical guidance together with cost estimates for responding to the pandemic,20 decried vaccine nationalism, and exhorted its members to increase their solidarity.21

But WHO also exemplifies the reluctance of member states to fully trust one another. For example, member states do not grant WHO powers to scrutinise national data, even when they are widely questioned,21 22 or to conduct investigations into infectious diseases if national authorities do not agree,23 or to compel participation in its initiatives.24 Despite passing a resolution on the need for solidarity in response to covid-19, many member states have chosen self-centred paths instead. Against WHO’s strongest advice, vaccine nationalism has risen to the fore, with nations and regional blocks seeking to monopolise promising candidates.25 Similarly, nationalistic competition has arisen over existing medicines with the potential to benefit patients with covid-19.26 27 Forgoing cooperation for selfishness, some nations have been slow to support the WHO organised common vaccine development pool,28 with some flatly refusing to join.29

The tensions between what member states say and do is reflected in inequalities in the international governance of health that have been exploited to weaken WHO systematically, particularly after it identified the prevailing world economic order as a major threat to health and wellbeing in its 1978 Health for All Declaration.30 WHO’s work on a code of marketing of breastmilk substitutes around the same time31 increased concern among major trade powers that WHO would use its health authority to curtail private industry. Starting in 1981, the US and aligned countries began intervening with WHO’s budget, announcing a policy of “zero growth” to freeze the assessed contributions that underpinned its independence and reorienting its activities through earmarked funds.32 The result is a WHO shaped by nations that can pay for their own priorities. This includes the preference that WHO focus on specific diseases rather than the large social, political, and commercial determinants of health or the broad public health capacities in surveillance, preparedness, and other areas needed for pandemic prevention and management.33 34

**Health cooperation at other multilaterals**

As member states have constrained WHO, practical, economic, and ethical imperatives have led other multilaterals to embrace aspects of the health agenda. The World Bank, for example, has directly engaged with global infectious disease control through its pandemic emergency financing facility, supported by issuing “pandemic bonds.”35 When the first pandemic bonds were sold in 2017 as a mechanism for speeding financing, coronaviruses were mentioned specifically, along with five other viruses deemed most likely to cause a pandemic. The bond offering was oversubscribed by 200%, and would, the bank claimed, “channel surge funding to developing countries facing the risk of a pandemic” and “potentially save millions of lives.”36 37

Even before the arrival of covid-19, the bonds were controversial in health circles because of their very high payout thresholds,38 but with more expertise in finance than health, the World Bank persisted. As the covid-19 pandemic built in early 2020 many investors believed the bonds would pay out, but they did not.39 The bonds were issued in two tranches, one of which was not eligible for payout until three months after the beginning of any outbreak, and both tranches had thresholds for mortality and spread, along with a requirement for exponential growth of cases in low income countries.40 Essentially, the payout conditions required a pandemic to be well established before funds could be released, leading to wide condemnation.41 When the bonds did pay out, the allocation for each country was $15m (€11m; £12m). Too little, too late concluded many analysts.42 43 Plans for future pandemic bonds were quietly abandoned.44

In other cases, major UN member states have found it easier to establish new organisations with narrowly defined missions than to strengthen or broaden WHO. Both Gavi the Vaccine Alliance and the Global Fund to fight AIDS, TB, and Malaria were established in the early 2000s around health priorities reflected in their names. Both institutions have governance structures that are more inclusive and flexible than the member states model of the UN agencies, and both are focused on areas of specific agreement among major donors.

Gavi is a public-private partnership for increasing vaccine access in low income countries, including through pooled procurement and advance market commitments.42 The expectation of a vaccine for covid-19 suggested a clear role for Gavi, which co-leads the vaccine pillar of the ACT Accelerator, Covax.45 46 Although Covax membership is optional, 189 countries have joined, including China, all members of the EU, and 92 low income countries.47 The Covax facility should therefore be well placed to cross-subsidise vaccines for all low income countries, but uncertainty in its terms have led some to explore independent options.48 Additionally, there are questions about whether Gavi’s market focused perspective can manage the ethical and regulatory issues threatening equitable access and distribution at a time of nationalistic competition.

The Global Fund is a public-private partnership that emerged from uncertainty about how to raise and manage the unprecedented resources required to combat HIV/AIDS and disagreements about which diseases should be included and what organisation would be in charge of the funds.49 With the arrival of covid-19, the Global Fund has sought to support eligible countries by allowing them to divert up to 5% of existing grants and allocating an additional €665m for ad hoc requests to “reinforce the response to covid-19, mitigate the impact of the pandemic on HIV, TB, and malaria programmes, and make urgent improvements in health and community systems.”50 However, covid-19 opens many questions about how global health initiatives are financed and delivered, including whether the Global Fund should be constrained to three diseases and how it should relate to WHO.

**Shared future**

The covid-19 pandemic painfully shows the reasons why nations are better off...
when they cooperate and collaborate in health, and also reveals the hazards of their incomplete commitment to doing so. Member states have prioritised themselves by restricting WHO from meaningful oversight of national information and endangered global health security by competing for vaccines rather than allocating them equitably. The inability to verify national data or advance its own estimates is just one of the many crucial decisions in which WHO is prevented from maintaining the primacy of technical competence over the self-interested obsessions of some member states. WHO’s independence is compromised also through the manipulation of its budget. The patchwork of institutions active in health reflects the limited, ad hoc agreement among powerful countries. Although generally global institutions have performed well in their missions, their often limited mandates leave the world’s people inadequately protected from new threats. In a pandemic, the cost is expressed in lives and livelihoods. More than 10,000 people were dying daily at end of 2020,48 and the world economy was forecast to lose $5tn or more in 2020 alone.1The imperative of finding collaborative and collective solutions—solidarity—has never been more obvious, or more urgent, for covid-19, climate change, non-communicable diseases, and the many other pressing and grave challenges that hinge on collective action.

Meaningful international collaboration is a critical part of the road ahead and calls for immediate action in three areas. Firstly, member states must end the institutional fragmentation in global health and end budgetary manipulation. Secondly, they must support the independence of WHO—increase its core budget and build its authority over trade and travel related issues, including compulsory licensing for pharmaceuticals. Thirdly, states must uphold fairness, participation, and accountability by granting WHO powers to hold members accountable, including for overreaching deficiencies in national data, and by decolonising its governance to address the undue influence of a small number of powerful member states.
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